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y dream job post-college was to work
as an investigative reporter for 20/20.
This was the 80’s and Geraldo Rivera was
the industry rock star (of sensational
journalism anyways). On a recent
Sunday segment of 60 Minutes
I was reminded of this longago aspiration while I watched
in awe as reporter Anderson
Cooper interviewed Sir David
Attenborough. This youthful
nonagenarian has been chronicling
the natural world for decades starting
in the 1950’s with his groundbreaking
BBC Series “Life On Earth,” and was
as passionate and practical at 94 years
old as he was in those early day when his
breathtaking footage and riveting descriptions
from around the globe provided a look into a world that was
entirely foreign, but exceedingly exciting. The focus of the 60
Minutes interview was Attenbourough’s new documentary
“A Life on our Planet” which features an alarming message
about the disintegrating relationship between humans and
the natural world. It was a bit of doom and gloom for sure, as
Attenbourough stressed that climate change is the “biggest
cancer to the world,” and that a “crime has been committed
against the planet.” He didn’t finger point though, but rather
offered practical solutions on how it’s not too late to stop the
global destruction and make positive change. His suggestion
was not a new one. He said that by ceasing the use of fossil
fuels and using renewable energies instead we can still “pull
ourselves together.” At a time when the world is increasingly
divided Cooper asked what he would say to world leaders
right now to which he replied: “It’s time to put aside the
national ambition and look for an international community.”
In one of the most poignant quotes Attenborough said “we
depend on the natural world for every mouthful of food we
eat and every breath of air we breathe, and thus by saving the
natural world we are saving ourselves.” David Attenborough,
in my opinion, exemplified pure class and decorum and the
documentary is a must-watch for anyone concerned about the
future of our planet.

The first day of each month I roam the park
updating the bulletin boards with tide
charts, calendars, event flyers etc. On the
first of October it was a sweltering day
and I felt like I was melting even in the
early morning. Interestingly enough,
I saw and heard so many birds on
my walk around Moro Campground
and the southern end of the park,
and wondered why they were all
so chipper? I was stupefied by such
avian activity knowing that heat
and birds are not a good mix. For
one, they have layers of soft, downy
feathers that provide them with warmth.
Who needs warmth on a 90+ degree day,
but more so, birds don’t perspire and have
a higher body temperature than that of humans (a
Northern Cardinal, for example, has a core body heat of 106
degrees). Heat waves can therefore put our feathered friends
at a unique disadvantage. Many
birds are most active in the
White-Crowned Sparrow
(Zonotrichia leucophrys)
cooler temperatures of early
morning, and as the day
warms up, they slow down
and seek shade preferably
near water. Some birds simply
have to stay active during the
heat of the day especially if they
are adults tending to their hungry
young who are waiting in the nest
for a meal. And so, one of the tactics
that birds use to endure excessive heat
is panting when they’re hot. According
to ornithologists, birds will flutter their
neck muscles as a way to release heat.
They also will hold their wings away
from their bodies. They may raise them
up or spread them out so air can reach the skin beneath their
feathers. Finally, they may compress their feathers by pulling
them up close to their bodies to prevent them from holding
onto the unwanted heat. I still don’t know why I saw such an
array of birds on that dreadfully hot morning, but was pleased
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Sighted in Crystal Cove
1. House Wren 2. House Finch 3. Lesser Goldfinch
4. Song Sparrow 5. California Thrasher 6. Greater Roadrunner
7. White-Crowned Sparrow 8. California Gnatcatcher
9. Says Phoebe

Photos Courtesy of Trude Hurd

to count nine species including: Song Sparrow House Wren,
Says Phoebe, California Gnatcatcher, Greater Roadrunner,
Lesser Goldfinch, House Finch, California Thrasher, and
White-crowned Sparrows who have just returned to southern
California for their annual winter respite.
A pair of American Kestrels (Falco sparverius) have been
actively flying, boisterously calling, and visibly perching
in two leafless sycamore trees in the Los Trancos
lot. These colorful and commonly spotted falcons
about the size and shape of a Mourning Dove, are
fierce predators, graceful in flight, and beautiful
in appearance. I don’t think it’s the breeding
season, but the behavior and loud calling leads
me to think otherwise. Apparently, females
are “promiscuous” and mate with several
males before choosing a single companion.
To make himself the most desirable during the
breeding season, males announce their availability
by repeatedly climbing and then diving, while
uttering high-pitched calls at the top of each

9

ascent. The courting pair may exchange gifts of food like
small rodents, birds, insects, or invertebrates with the male
usually feeding the female the tasty morsels. Once the pair
connect she lays up to seven eggs usually in a tree cavity.
After a month of vigilant incubation mostly by the mama,
the eggs hatch and the chicks stay put for another 30
days. Once they fledge they continue to come home
for a meal about two weeks longer before heading
out into the world on their own. Chances are
that as year-round residents our kestrel pair are
not mating and more likely are juveniles who,
once fledged, are known to gather in groups
with young from other nests. As I write this
newsletter I am hearing the screechy kestrel
call outside my window. I’m going to grab
my binoculars and see if I can determine
if these beautiful birds of prey are
hunting, courting, harassing bigger
birds who may be invading their territory,
escaping a predator, or simply having a friendly
interaction.
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Each week the California State Parks Communication Team in
Sacramento publish the Weekly Digest, an on-line newsletter
of sorts highlighting events and photos from parks throughout
the 280-unit system. Recently I came across this playful photo
of a raccoon from Carpentaria State Beach where the park
interpretive specialist alongside her daughter created this
art work as part of the City of Carpinteria’s “Mask Up Carp”
chalk art event. Later that day I read an article about the 10th
anniversary of
the Deepwater
Horizon well
blowout and
subsequent oil
spill disaster
which decimated
entire ecosystems
and killed over
Laguna Coast Wilderness Park
one million birds,
countless fish,
marine invertebrates, sea turtles, and marine mammals on
Raccoon Island and other islands in the Gulf of Mexico. Rather
than focusing on ecological disasters though the raccoon
references got me pondering these nocturnal mammals
and their presence in the park. I asked volunteer John Foley
who monitors the TrapCams at neighboring Laguna Coast
Wilderness Park if they ever see raccoons in their footage
and he sent a few photos of the black and white bandits. The
cuteness factor is high for these mask wearing, bushy tailed
creatures, but physical appearance aside, they are fierce
predators with a nasty temper. The most well-known myth
about raccoons is that they are extremely clean and wash their
food before eating it perhaps because they were thought to

lack salivary glands and needed to moisten their food to make
it easier to eat. Even their latin name Procyon lotor means
“washing bear.” Apparently however, this theory is incorrect, as
raccoons devour large quantities of food and often nowhere
near a water source. One scientific study proved that even if
no water was available, captive raccoons would move their
forepaws in the same manner as if they were actually dousing
the food item. To the researchers, this behavior indicated that
the raccoons weren’t intentionally cleaning their food before
eating and that perhaps removing dirt from their meals was
merely a beneficial byproduct of the action. Additionally,
studies show that the food rubbing behavior enhances
the tactile experience involved with eating and that when
raccoons perform their dunking ritual, the water could excite
the nerves in their forepaws. That, in turn, gives them a more
vivid tactile experience and provides precise information
about what they’re about to eat (and since they don’t have
the best vision, this might prove to be a beneficial trait).
Raccoons do have incredibly nimble front paws with extremely
dexterous fingers enough so to open containers by prying,
twisting, turning and pushing, almost like our own human
hands.
California State Parks has partnered with the Irvine Ranch
Conservancy to restore a 7.5 acre area off of BFI trail in the
backcountry and to remove 95 acres of invasive plants in the
surrounding watershed. This 10-year project is being funded
by Orange County Waste and Recycling (OCWR), which is
seeking mitigation credit to develop a closed landfill site in
nearby Huntington Beach. Eventually the project area will be
restored to a native
ecosystem rich with
Coastal Sage Scrub
plants which will
in turn increase
habitat for native
species including
the California
Gnatcatcher and
the Coastal Cactus
Wren. To read
more about the BFI
restoration click
here. The closure
of the ramp from
the P-2 boardwalk
down to the beach
continues to be
Figure 2. Local Area Map of Project Site Including Targeted Invasive Control Buffer.
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a work-in-progress. The heavily eroded trail has become so
steep where the steps meet the sand that park staff are in
the design phase and considering new trail options that best
ensure visitor safety. The infrastructure portion of Phase III
in the Historic District is nearing completion and soon four
cottages on the North Beach will be ready for restoration. To
read the most updated press release click here. Finally, The
Crystal Cove Conservancy got very creative this year with their
annual Soiree fundraiser. Even without the in-person hoopla
and glamour that normally epitomizes this event, it was a huge
success. To read the details click here.
So with the pandemic closing off so much of the built world;
no amusement parks, shopping malls, or movie theaters,
people were discovering for the first time or re-discovering
the power and draw of nature. On the heels of viewing
the 60 Minutes segment I was talking to my son Alex who is
majoring in Urban Studies at Yale-NUS in Singapore and who

had just written a paper for his Green Buildings class. In the
paper he harked back to his youth and wrote “each Saturday of
my childhood was spent somewhere in nature which inspired
my interest as an adult.” Maybe not each Saturday, but Bonnin
weekends were filled with hikes, walks, and other activities
that took us outside. I have always been a firm believer that
nature is nourishing, nurturing and essential for mental sanity.
As David Attenborough said:

“It seems to me that the natural world is the
greatest source of excitement; the greatest source
of visual beauty, the greatest source of intellectual
interest. It is the greatest source of so much in life
that makes life worth living.”
See you in the Park!
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